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The Arbitration of International Intellectual Property Disputes, which is designed not
only for arbitration counsel and arbitrators but also for in-house counsel and
transactional lawyers, provides a thorough guide to the use of arbitration to resolve
these disputes. Both practical as well as scholarly, it starts by exploring how and why
arbitration can provide the best way to resolve these disputes and how to draft an
effective arbitration provision. It then covers the principal unique issues which can arise
in the arbitration itself, from choosing the tribunal through confidentiality, discovery,
validity determinations, choice of law, provisional and final remedies and enforceability.
With the world more and more dependent upon technology of all types, the continued
and growing importance of intellectual property cannot be understated. There has been,
and will continue to be, an accompanying explosion in the number and complexity of
transactions in which intellectual property is a critical, if not the critical, element. Many
of these transactions cross national boundaries; as do the disputes which inevitably
arise from them. But international intellectual property disputes present complexities not
encountered in either intellectual property disputes which are confined to one country or
other international commercial disputes. The Arbitration of International Intellectual
Property Disputes will serve as a handy reference and guide for navigating through the
complex maze of intellectual property and arbitration.
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN BUSINESS provides an overview of
innovative ADR methods that have been implemented to deal with domestic and
international business disputes. This text takes a managerial approach that provides
information on various aspects of ADR - such as negotiation, mediation, arbitration - to
help managers make educated decisions when faced with choices of trial or ADR.
This document has been developed by the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center
(WIPO Center) and takes into account comments by telecom stakeholders, the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Legal Department, WIPO
Arbitrators and Mediators, and the Munich IPDR Forum
Assembled from Dispute Resolution Journal - the flagship publication of the American
Arbitration Association - the chapters in the Handbook have all, where necessary, been
revised and updated prior to publication. The book is succinct, comprehensive and a
practical introduction to the use of arbitration and ADR, written by leading practitioners
and scholars. The Handbook contains valuable guidance on international commercial
arbitration, including the management of arbitration disputes, how to select an
international arbitral institution, an explanation of the effect of international public policy,
the duties of arbitrators, the presentation and evaluation of evidence in international
arbitration, and how to arbitrate against a state sovereign. The enforcement of
international arbitral awards is explored, including interim relief and problems with
enforcement, the New York Convention, parallel proceedings, and pivotal decisions
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such as Chromalloy and TermoRio. International mediation is also examined, including
guidelines for selecting the best mediator for an international dispute, the power of
mediation to resolve international commercial disputes, and the differences in U.S. and
European approaches. Lastly, the section on investment and trade arbitration and
mediation explores bilateral investment treaties, examines WTO arbitration procedures,
offers advice on saving time and money in cross-border commercial disputes, and
provides guidance for U.S. investors to follow in dealing with sovereign states. The
chapters in the Handbook were selected from an extensive body of writings and, in the
main, represent world-class assessments of arbitration and ADR practice. All the major
facets of the field are addressed and provide the reader with comprehensive and
accurate information, lucid evaluations, and an indication of future developments. They
not only acquaint, but also ground the reader in the field.
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a rapidly growing field, due to its popularity as
an alternative to long and expensive lawsuits. ADR involves resolving disputes of any
kind outside of the judicial system, through negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and other
processes. This book is for people who work within organizations and are involved in
disputes themselves, or for people who are required to deal with or resolve disputes. It
covers how to set up a dispute resolution process in an organization.
Research Paper (postgraduate) from the year 2003 in the subject Business economics
- Law, , language: English, abstract: Society's desire for easier and quicker access to
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justice has led to the development of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).
'Alternatives' to litigation, such as arbitration, mediation and banking ombudsman are
examined as to their efficiency and capabilities in the settlement of (international)
commercial disputes. It is concluded whether litigation can be replaced by ADR in case
where commercial disputes arise. Also, there is discussion about the emergence of
Online Dispute Resolution (ODR).
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Thirty-three local experts describe the ongoing process of adopting and adapting
modern techniques of dispute resolution for economic and commercial matters in
Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, and the West
Bank and Gaza Strip. Each chapter illustrates multiple techniques, including court
processes as well as arbitration and mediation processes, against the backdrop of
economic and legislative changes that have occurred region-wide since the late
twentieth century. The country-by-country presentations are especially valuable for their
emphasis on how local ADR practices deal with, or are affected by, such factors as the
following: civil procedure codes, international conventions, international enforcement of
awards, appeals, qualifications of arbitrators and mediators, rules of local, regional, and
international ADR institutions, costs, involvement of the judiciary, cultural aspects,
regional and international trade agreements.--Provided by publisher.
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A History of Alternative Dispute Resolution offers a comprehensive review of the various types
of peaceful practices for resolving conflicts. Written by Jerome Barrett—a longtime practitioner,
innovator, and leading historian in the field of ADR—and his son Joseph Barrett, this volume
traces the evolution of the ADR process and offers an overview of the precursors to ADR,
including negotiation, arbitration, and mediation. The authors explore the colorful beginnings of
ADR using illustrative examples from prehistoric Shaman through the European Law Merchant.
In addition, the book offers the historical context for the use of ADR in the arenas of diplomacy
and business.
This Guide is designed to provide an overview of ADR processes for IP disputes.
A Guide for Policy and Practice This book offers a road map to dramatically reduce workplace
conflict and legal costs. ADR is a revolutionary trAnd that offers the potential for resolving
disputes in a fair and reasonable manner, at tremAndous savings to everyone involved. On
behalf of consumers, businesses, and ordinary Americans trapped in a liability logjam, bravo
Dunlop and Zack! --Jerry J. Jasinowski, president, National Association of Manufacturers For
many employers and employees alike, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) offers clear
advantage over recourse to a legal system compromised by staggering case loads, Andless
appeals, and high litigation costs. Indeed, ADR may prove the best hope for the equitable,
affordable, and expeditious adjudication of employment dispute claims. Now, two of the people
most responsible for the adoption of due process arbitration standards--standards that finally
gave ADR real teeth--take a comprehensive look at due process arbitration in practice and
offer policy guidelines, as well as an action plan for establishing mediation and arbitration as
the cornerstones of any dispute resolution system.
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Today, Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) has gained international recognition and is widely
used to complement the conventional methods of resolving disputes through courts of law.
ADR simply entails all modes of dispute settlement/resolution other than the traditional
approaches of dispute settlement through courts of law. Mainly, these modes are: negotiation,
mediation, [re]conciliation, and arbitration. The modern ADR movement began in the United
States as a result of two main concerns for reforming the American justice system: the need for
better-quality processes and outcomes in the judicial system; and the need for efficiency of
justice. ADR was transplanted into the African legal systems in the 1980s and 1990s as a
result of the liberalization of the African economies, which was accompanied by such
conditionalities as reform of the justice and legal sectors, under the Structural Adjustment
Programmes. However, most of the methods of ADR that are promoted for inclusion in African
justice systems are similar to pre-colonial African dispute settlement mechanisms that
encouraged restoration of harmony and social bonds in the justice system. In Tanzania ADR
was introduced in 1994 through Government Notice No. 422, which amended the First
Schedule to the Civil Procedure Code Act (1966), and it is now an inherent component of the
country's legal system. In recognition of its importance in civil litigation in Tanzania, ADR has
been made a compulsory subject in higher learning/training institutions for lawyers. This
handbook provides theories, principles, examples of practice, and materials relating to ADR in
Tanzania and is therefore an essential resource for practicing lawyers as well as law students
with an interest in Tanzania. It also contains additional information on evolving standards in
international commercial arbitration, which are very useful to legal practitioners and law
students.
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Assembled from Dispute Resolution Journal - the flagship publication of the American
Arbitration Association - the chapters in the Handbook have all, where necessary, been revised
and updated prior to publication. The book is succinct, comprehensive and a practical
introduction to the use of arbitration and ADR, written by leading practitioners and scholars.
The Handbook begins with chapters on specific strategies and tools to help manage risks and
avoid disputes in the construction field. It discusses ADR as it relates to subcontracting and
labor disputes, the use of a neutral architect, the importance of site visits, and the significance
of understanding ADR procedures before agreeing to them. The option of using mediation to
resolve disputes is explored, including guidelines and tools for successful mediation, the
expert’s role in construction mediation, and what works and what doesn’t work in construction
disputes. The use of arbitration is also looked at in depth and guidance is provided for both the
arbitrator and for the advocate. There is an entire section devoted to partnering (the creation of
a working relationship between a building owner and a contractor which further involves
subcontractors, design professionals, and other agencies), discussing its benefits and
providing useful tips. Lastly, advice is provided for both small and complex construction claims,
and the use of Dispute Review Boards (comprising panels of three technically qualified neutral
individuals). The chapters were selected from an extensive body of writings and, in the main,
represent world-class assessments of arbitration and ADR practice. All the major facets of the
field are addressed and provide the reader with comprehensive and accurate information, lucid
evaluations, and an indication of future developments. They not only acquaint, but also ground
the reader in the field.
Alternatives to Litigation was first published in 1993 when alternate dispute resolution practice
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was in its infancy. Now in its Third Edition, this book reflects the growth in this field and also
the growing interest and in some states mandatory use of ADR. Authors Andrea Doneff and
Abraham Ordover explore key concepts and terms, and address practical how-to issues that all
attorneys need to recognize and master regardless of their field of expertise. Alternatives to
Litigation includes appendices providing sample agreements, checklists, a model standard of
conduct, commentary on ethical issues and other useful resources.
Arbitration, mediation, and other forms of alternative dispute resolution now have largely
replaced litigation as the means of resolving all kinds of employment disputes in a variety of
workplaces. These dispute resolution processes fundamentally alter the advocate s role and
even the definition of employee legal rights. Disputes involving unionized workers have been
resolved in arbitration for more than fifty years, but increasingly the process is being adapted to
address the statutory and common law rights of nonunion employees. Issues such as
employment discrimination that earlier would have been litigated are often now resolved in
mediation. This textbook uses essays, arbitration awards, and court decisions to bring to the
classroom the reality of contemporary workplace decision-making. It comprehensively
addresses the substance and procedure for arbitration, mediation, and other dispute resolution
mechanisms. The employment arbitration materials, in particular,
Assembled from Dispute Resolution Journal - the flagship publication of the American
Arbitration Association - the chapters in the Handbook have all, where necessary, been revised
and updated prior to publication. The book is succinct, comprehensive and a practical
introduction to the use of arbitration and ADR, written by leading practitioners and scholars.
The Handbook begins with an exploration of drafting commercial arbitration clauses and
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provides advice on selecting the right arbitrator for any given commercial arbitration dispute. It
supplies practitioners with guidelines for use in their arbitration practice and covers such topics
as evidence and discovery, arbitral subpoena powers, procedural and interim orders. It also
offers guidance on witness preparation, expert testimony, and cross-examination. There are
chapters that specifically address the arbitration of large complex cases, healthcare disputes,
and entertainment industry disputes. Arbitrators are provided with recommendations regarding
professional conduct and responsibility. Arbitral awards and remedies are covered extensively
and arbitrators are provided with practical approaches and information on drafting awards,
punitive damages, the finality of awards and, post-decision debriefing. Lastly, this book
discusses commercial arbitration as it relates to the legal system. The chapters were selected
from an extensive body of writings and, in the main, represent world-class assessments of
arbitration and ADR practice. All the major facets of the field are addressed and provide the
reader with comprehensive and accurate information, lucid evaluations, and an indication of
future developments. They not only acquaint, but also ground the reader in the field.

Whether the and‘Aand’ stands for and‘appropriateand’, and‘amicableand’, or
and‘alternativeand’, all out of court dispute resolution modes, collected under the
banner term and‘ADRand’, aim to assist the business world in overcoming relational
differences in a truly manageable way. The first edition of this book (2006) contributed
to a global awareness that ADR is important in its own right, and not simply as a
substitute for litigation or arbitration. Now, drawing on a wealth of new sources and
developments, including the flourishing of hybrid forms of ADR, the subject matter has
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been largely augmented and expanded on two fronts: in-depth analysis (both
descriptive and comparative) of methodology, expectations and outcomes and
extended geographical coverage across all continents. As a result, in this book twentynine and‘intertwined but variegatedand’ essays (to use the editorand’s characterization)
provide substantial insight in such specific topics as: ADRand’s flexible procedures as
controlled by the parties; ADRand’s facilitation of the continuation of relations between
the parties; privilege and confidentiality; involvement of non-legal professionals; the
identity and the role of the and‘neutraland’ as well as the role of the arbitrator; the
implementation of ICC and other international ADR rules; the workings of Dispute
Boards and the role of ADR in securing investment and other specific objectives. In its
compound thesis and– growing in relevance every day and– that numerous dispute
resolution methods exist whose goals and developments are varied but fundamentally
complementary, the multifaceted approach presented here is of immeasurable value to
any business party, particularly at the international level. Practitioners faced with
drafting a dispute resolution clause in a contract, or dealing with a dispute that has
arisen, will find expert guidance here, and academics will expand their awareness of
the issues raised by ADR, in particular as it relates to arbitration. A broad cross section
of interested professionals will discover ample material for comparative study of how
disputes are approached and resolved in numerous countries and cultures.
"Alternative Dispute Resolution Client Strategies is an authoritative, insider's
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perspective on best practices for resolving disputes outside of litigation. Featuring
partners and chairs from some of the nation's leading law firms, these experts guide the
reader through the intricacies of dispute resolution and identify the important
differences and similarities between arbitration, mediation, and the less known, minitrial. These authors discuss several key advantages for using ADR versus litigation,
such as confidentiality, producing an expedited resolution, and eliminating extreme
costs. From understanding a client's motivations to preparing for arbitration or
mediation, these top lawyers discuss how to effectively use the duel role of advocate
and counselor to determine the best course of action to take for a dispute. Additionally,
these leaders reveal their techniques for formulating a strategy, establishing
client/attorney relationships, eliminating bad facts, and finding creativ
Settling trust disputes without litigation can save all parties legal costs and maintain
confidentiality (reducing the risk of unwelcome publicity). ADR and Trusts has been
written to help professional advisers who want to help their clients to avoid litigation. It
is a development from the authors’ accredited mediation training course for the Society
of Trust and Estate Practitioners (STEP). Part A introduces the reader to the different
forms of dispute resolution, and examines the differences between arbitration and
mediation of trust and fiduciary disputes. The mediation process is explained, including:
the role of professional advisors, and the tools and techniques for mediation. The
authors examine ways of avoiding disputes, cross-border aspects of Alternative Dispute
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Resolution (ADR), the psychological factors affecting mediation, the mediator’s powers
to mediate and settle disputes, and ethical issues in Trust ADR. Islamic and Sharia
Trust ADR is also considered, with close study of the developing approaches in Canada
and the UK. Part B examines 27 jurisdictions and how trust law and ADR operates in
each of them. The jurisdictions covered are: Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, The British
Virgin Islands, Canada, Cyprus, England and Wales, Florida, France, Gibraltar,
Guernsey, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Jersey, Liechtenstein,
Malaysia, Mauritius, New Zealand, Panama, Scotland, Singapore, Switzerland, and the
United Arab Emirates. Each profile addresses: arbitration law and practice, trust law,
the mandatory requirements for mediation and the enforcement of ADR awards.
Mediators, arbitrators, trust and estate planning practitioners, trust managers and
anyone involved in trust disputes should all benefit from reading this book.
Asia has witnessed an extraordinary growth in the use of international arbitration in the
past two decades. Arbitration in Asia is an ideal reference to guide practitioners and
business people in the proper selection of a suitable arbitral seat or jurisdiction in Asia.
The book includes substantive chapters reflecting detailed commentary and analysis on
18 Asian jurisdictions from the area's leading arbitration practitioners and experts. The
materials in this looseleaf volume provide a practical reference guide and resource tool
for the law and practice of international commercial arbitration in Asia.
Dispute Resolution: Negotiation, Mediation, Arbitration, and Other Processes, Seventh
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Edition Provides overviews, critical examinations, and analyses of the application of
ADR’s three main processes for settling legal disputes without litigation— negotiation,
mediation, and arbitration—and issues raised as these processes are combined,
modified, and applied. This casebook challenges students to develop new processes
and applications and provides them tools to master the legal issues facing lawyers who
utilize the major dispute resolution processes. this book also assists students in building
the skills a modern lawyer needs to represent clients in these critical processes. New to
the Seventh Edition: New materials and exercises on legislative negotiation and causes
and suggestions for remedying Congressional gridlock in negotiating legislative
solutions to national problems. (First treatment of this issue in any law school
negotiation/dispute resolution teaching book.) Negotiation simulations in which students
play the roles of members of Congress and state legislators. Additional treatment of
developing online dispute resolution processes. Expansion of dispute systems design
materials to include community disputes. New materials designed to help students
understand the mediation privilege, including a “debate” about the policy choices
implicit in it and more depth on both the Uniform Mediation Act and the California
mediation privilege experiences. Addition of multiple new Supreme Court arbitration
cases, including American Express Company. v. Italian Colors Restaurant, Oxford
Health Plans LLC v. Sutter, and Epic Systems, Inc. v. Lewis, addressing the continuing
viability of the vindication of rights doctrine in arbitration, judicial review of an
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arbitrator’s decision to order a class action arbitration, and whether the NLRA should
be interpreted to preclude employers from using class action waivers in agreements
with their employees. Additional discussion of 2018-19 Supreme Court arbitration
cases, including New Prime, Inc. v. Oliveira and Lamps Plus Inc. v. Varela.
Consideration of the #Metoo movement and its impact on arbitration agreements and
confidentiality in dispute resolution processes. Discussion of state and federal
legislation addressing the use of arbitration for sexual harassment claims, including
federal legislation like the End Forced Arbitration of Sexual Harassment Act bill.
Substantial reorganization of the chapters on mediation, arbitration, and their variants,
so that when students arrive at the new Chapter 8, Representing a Client in ADR
(formerly Representing a Client in Mediation), the student is capable, as the modern
lawyer should be, of representing a client in all ADR processes. The new emphasis is
on facing the future. In addition to learning about ADR responses to existing matters,
the student is challenged to put that learning to use in applying current ADR procedures
to newly-developing issues, and in developing new processes when existing ones do
not meet the client’s needs. Professors and students will benefit from: Thorough,
systematic coverage, moving from overviews to critical analysis, application, evaluation,
and practice A distinguished and experienced author team A direct and accessible
writing style A wealth of simulations (both classic and new) and questions throughout
Simulations allow students to evaluate, prepare for, and practice the various dispute
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resolution techniques Strong coverage of mediation
The 2007 volume of Contemporary Issues in International Arbitration and Mediation The Fordham Papers is a collection of important works in international arbitration and
mediation written by the prominent speakers at the 2007 Fordham Law School
Conference on International Arbitration and Mediation. The 24 papers are organized
into the following five parts:Part I: Investor-State ArbitrationPart II: Conduct of
International Arbitration and Jurisdictional IssuesPart III: Remedies and DefensesPart
IV: Ethics Issues in International ArbitrationPart V: Mediation
This book provides a clear and reliable statement of the law and concepts central to
alternative dispute resolution (arbitration, negotiation, mediation, and other processes).
Its thorough coverage of arbitration law renders this challenging and rapidly changing
body of statutes and case law accessible to the student. The chapters on negotiation
and mediation treat the subjects from the perspectives of theory, practice, and legal
doctrine.
Although an IP dispute can be resolved through court litigation, parties are, with
increasing frequency, submitting disputes to mediation, arbitration or other alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) procedures.

A Practical Approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution provides a
comprehensive and easily digestible commentary on all the major areas of
resolution of disputes out of court. Designed to support teaching and learning on
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the Bar Professional Training Course, it will also be of interest to practitioners
who are looking for a clear exposition of the range of ADR processes. Written by
an authoritative and highly respected author team, A Practical Approach to
Alternative Dispute Resolution contains a range of features designed to enhance
the reader's understanding of the key points, including sample documentation,
flow diagrams, tables, and examples drawn from a range of different types of
practice. Numerous cross-references to relevant websites and further resources
are also provided. This fourth edition has been brought fully up to date to reflect
current practice and issues affecting ADR. The book's expanded coverage also
makes it a suitable text for LLM courses on ADR. Online Resource Centre Updates to cases and procedures - Useful links for each chapter - Diagrams and
figures from the book
Winning Legal Strategies for Alternative Dispute Resolution is an authoritative,
insider's perspective on the complex issues surrounding the ADR process
including strategies for identifying the best form of dispute resolution for a
particular case. Featuring department heads, group chairs, and leading partners
representing some of the nation's top firms, this book provides a broad, yet
comprehensive, overview of the ADR process, discussing the current and future
state of mediation and arbitration and their increased use to avoid costly
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litigation. From outlining arbitration clauses to facilitating low-cost dispute
resolution, these authors articulate the finer points around ADR now and what will
hold true into the future. The different niches and the breadth of perspectives
represented enable readers to get inside some of the great legal minds of today,
as experts offer up their thoughts around the keys to success.
It is a pleasure to write this Foreword to the second, expanded edition of Ian
Blackshaw’s well-respected book on the extra-judicial settlement of sports
disputes through mediation and arbitration. Prof Blackshaw is a master of his
subject who explains in clear and straightforward terms the various forms of
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods available for dealing with a wide
range of different kinds of sports disputes, which are on the increase, not least
because of the huge sums of money that are nowadays at stake in sport at the
elite level. As I have written elsewhere, “[t]he unique investment of competitive
egos, emotions, expec- tions, and money in international sports almost
guarantees a dividend of highly charged disputes.... . [and] [t]he structure for
resolving them is complex. ” Dispute resolution, is one of the most critical issues
which overshadow the sports arena. As Prof Blackshaw rightly points out
however, ADR is “not a panacea” for settling all kinds of sports disputes, and so
the role of the courts must not be underestimated. This is true in both Europe and
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the United States of America, where I practice and teach international sports law.
The expanded version of this book includes a more in-depth study of the
functions and role of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS), based in Lausanne,
Switzerland, and also a review of the contribution of CAS to an emerging socalled ‘Lex Sportiva’.
Alternative Dispute Resolution in South Africa: Negotiation, mediation, arbitration
and ombudsmen addresses the increasing use of alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms ir resolving disputes rather than resorting to court-based litigation.
The focus of the book is on resolution of commercial and labour disputes.
Alternative Dispute Resolution in South Africa covers negotiation, mediation,
arbitration, ombudsmen and administrative dispute resolution. The skills,
techniques and relevant statutory framework for each field of alternative dispute
resolution are discussed, and local and international examples of the application
of the relevant principles are provided.
" The various developments and changes in the field of arbitration, coupled with
the large sums and important issues which are so often at stake in them, mean
that a new book providing a comprehensive overview on the topic from an
authoritative source is not merely very welcome: it is positively needed by
professionals involved in arbitration and their clients. It is hard to think of an
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organisation better qualified to sponsor such a book than the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators, with its enormous experience and authority in the field. It is also
hard to conceive of a more impressive and well qualified group of contributors to
such a book than the list of people who Julio CEsar Betancourt and Jason A.
Crook have included in this volume. Lord Neuberger of AbbotsburyPresident of
the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
is a learned society that works in the public interest to promote and facilitate the
use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms. Founded in 1915 and
with a Royal Charter granted in 1979, it is a UK-based institution that has gained
international presence in more than 100 countries and has more than 13,000
professionally qualified members around the world. Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators 12 Bloomsbury Square London, United Kingdom WC1A 2LP T: +44
(0)20 7421 7444 www.ciarb.org Registered Charity: 803725 International
Commercial Arbitration is the fastest growing dispute settlement discipline. The
complexities surrounding its regulatory framework combined with an everincreasing and constantly evolving set of acts, rules, guidelines, protocols,
regulations, national legislation, international treaties, and so on may appear
daunting at first glance. This ""collection of documents"" or ""supplementary
material"" is designed to provide the essential reading for all those who are eager
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to pursue a career in international arbitration. It will also appeal to arbitration
practitioners wishing to have easy access to over 700 pages of arbitration-related
resources.""
ADR, Arbitration, and MediationAuthor House
This book is written for users of mediation, whether they be a party, an advisor or
an expert. It should also be of help to commercial mediators who have no
specialism in construction. Its aim is to encourage confidence in the mediation
process and to ensure that those who do use mediation to resolve their disputes
do so effectively and so are able to maximise the opportunities that mediation
offers.
Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject Law - Comparative Legal
Systems, Comparative Law, grade: D - good, Bond University Australia (Law
School), course: International Commercial Arbitration, 36 entries in the
bibliography, language: English, abstract: While the discussion about vocational
standards continues, numerous associations have drafted competence and
ethical standards for either mediators or arbitrators as well as for both procedural
methods. Ethical standards focus more on the procedural process and the duties
and virtues of the leader of the procedure than on the occupational competence
standardization, such as codes of practice, benchmarks, agreements, models
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and exemplars which are the “classical” forms of standards for practices.5
Codes of practice determine the vocational rules of a profession, which may
contain penalty regulations for misconduct. Benchmarks are a set of options
which orient on successful approaches which have been proved in a certain
professional field. Agreements focus on the “Agreement to Mediate” which the
parties voluntarily agree on when using ADR. Models are preconceived rules or
assessing criteria, which can be adopted to centralize the standardization
approach. Exemplars are the collection and evaluation of successful ADR cases,
which can be optionally awarded.6 Predominantly, ethical standards appear as
an appendix of codes of practice, wherein certain etiquettes, virtues and qualities
of the procedural leader are determined. 5 NADRAC, A Framework for ADR
Standards, p. 52-55. 6 NADRAC, A Framework for ADR Standards, p. 52-55.
ADR & the Law is the flagship publication of the American Arbitration Association
® (AAA). It is a one-stop reference for attorneys, business executives, scholars
and anyone who needs to track worldwide developments in alternative dispute
resolution. Each consecutive volume presents a review of the year's most
influential domestic and international ADR case law and legislation, along with
expert commentary. The book includes significant court decisions, analysis of
current trends, highlights of important domestic and foreign legislation and new
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ADR rules and procedures. Each volume is an essential addition to a
professional library. Each Volume Contains: Significant Decisions by Federal and
State Courts Articles on Such Topics as: Employment Labor Mediation Judicial
Review Domestic Alternative Dispute Resolution Legislation Significant Decisions
by U.S. Courts Concerning International Alternative Dispute Resolution
International Alternative Dispute Resolution Developments International
Arbitration in Specific Countries
This is the first of a regular compilation of arbitration awards in cases
administered by the International Centre for Dispute Resolution (ICDR) of the
American Arbitration Association. The book features articles and commentaries
by many leading figures in international arbitration and summaries of important
court decisions concerning ICDR arbitration cases in the United States and
enforcement of ICDR awards outside the United States. Featuring over a dozen
ICDR awards with commentaries, the ICDR Awards & Commentaries also
includes articles and casenotes from a prestigious group of authors.
"ADR as an alternative forum for litigation is of increasing importance to lawyers
and others involved in disputes. The impact of the CPR and other major changes
to the civil litigation system mean that it is essential that practitioners in all areas
of law have a working knowledge of the practice and procedure of litigation using
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ADR. Paul Newman's book provides an excellent tool to get that working
knowledge. Key contents: The role of arbitration; Practical issues in using ADR
Mediation; Other forms of ADR: The Mini Trial; Rent-a-Judge; Adjudication;
Mediation-Arbitration (MedArb); Legal concerns: limitation; achieving certainty;
privilege and witness compellability; Extensive appendices include model
clauses, model procedure and relevant practice directions. As a practitioner and
author of EMIS's Construction Litigation Tactics, Paul Newman is able to draw on
extensive knowledge of ADR and its role in practice in civil litigation. "
The Practitioner's Handbook on International Arbitration and Mediation is a
unique work with each chapter written by a wellknown practitioner and expert in
the field. The book is divided into three parts: Part 1 contains chapters covering
international arbitration and mediation. Each chapter is filled with practitioner's
hints. Part 2 is country specific. These chapters provide you with detailed,
practical advice on how to conduct an arbitration in that country. Part 3, on CDRom, is devoted to original source materials, such as institutional and national
rules.
"Arbitration and mediation in international business was first published in 1996
and was one of the first comprehensive studies on the practice of international
business dispute resolution, covering both international commercial arbitration
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and the so-called ?alternative? techniques such as mediation. The book also
provided an empirical analysis of how both arbitration and mediation are
conducted in a crossborder context, along with a normative guide to the relative
costs and benefits of these two methods. This second edition is not just an
updated version of the first edition but a new book in itself: Benefitting from the
contributions of two co-authors, the work has been enhanced by discussions of
innovative tools for making settlement negotiations more effective, and by the indepth analysis of practical techniques to integrate mediation and arbitration in
international business. Also, a comprehensive new empirical survey was
conducted in order to capture new trends in this rapidly developing field. The
result is a ?must have? resource for anyone having to deal with potential conflict
in international business relationships."--Publisher's website.
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